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1. INTRODUCTION

Historical structures surround us everywhere; while the Second World War, in particular,
severely damaged the historical heritage of Germany, the country is still blessed with
historical treasures.
The culture of a country is shaped by historical structures, which are, more or less,
strongly integrated into everyday life. While society is subject to constant change, so are
the needs of people and their demands on buildings that they enjoy.
The issue to explore, then, is how historical structures are integrated into our
environment. How can historical buildings be prevented from becoming abandoned
edifices because they no longer meet the requirements of usability? How do these
previous aspects of our cultural identity accompany us on our journey in the present
with its constant changes? Responding to these inquiries requires a closer examination
of the current research development in the area of design and architecture and the
contemporary manner of addressing its current manifestation.
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1.1 Small Churches in Brandenburg and Their Condition

Many small churches exist that are in very bad structural condition, particularly in East
German countries. While there was continuous work to preserve the old buildings in
Western Germany during the last century, this effort was relegated to the background
during the GDR era: The socialist government had no interest in preserving Christian
church buildings.
In Brandenburg, there exists a church in almost every village, with most of them having
been originally built sometime between the 12th and the 14th centuries. Nowadays,
some of these churches are no longer used as places of worship, while others have
extended functions. Some have even been dismantled. The church itself primarily
determines what is ultimately to be done with the building. Thus, the future of church
buildings depends on the political lines that the church ascribes to, among other things,
its dependence on the outcome of economic and social changes.

One of these societal changes concerns people’s belonging to and identification with
the Church, especially during the period of the last 30 years. Since the late 1970s, the
Church in Germany has experienced a dramatic loss of membership. (Schramm 2015,
p. 239).

In addition to demographic change, the rural exodus of young people plays a major role,
especially in Eastern Germany. In Brandenburg, there are countless villages where
almost no young families live anymore; as a result, schools are closed and the
populations have become outdated. (Bauer 2009)

Here, the church has a very special role as a social pivot for the remaining population. It
is a location for church services, a parish hall, a meeting place for festivities and
gatherings of all kinds, frequently including cultural or political events. This requires
premises that are often not available, due to very limited space. Yet, where there is no
space for the peoples’ requirements, their needs will either be repressed, or they will
leave these locations.
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The Church is trying to resolve this problem. Where church space can be preserved as
such, because there is still hope, attempts are made to expand the site’s functionality.
Community spaces are added, and church space is divided into several functional
areas, so as to utilize it for more practical needs and additional purposes. If there is no
hope, churches are also desecrated and sold, or they are demolished. (Reidel 2006)

The central question that this essay will examine is this precise issue of additional use:
Which design strategies that architectural interventions employ can transform centuriesold churches into spaces that satisfy the requirements of their communities, yet
incorporate and maintain their historical structures? The integration and reuse of
historical structures should ultimately result in an advantage for the user. Belgian interior
design educator Koenraad Van Cleempoel also addressed this position: “Historical sites
are considered as active forces in a continuum, rather than frozen in time.” (Van
Cleempoel 2018, p. 8)

2.

ARCHITECTURAL

INTERVENTIONS—A

M U LT I T U D E

OF

APPROACHES
“When working in architecture, we are surrounded by the past. Even if we make a
purely theoretical exercise, unbound to place or brief, thinking about form, material,
space and light will be informed by what has been made before us.
But what elements of the past do we allow to advise us; which aspects do we select to
ponder upon, where do we start? Sooner or later, we discover that history has many
faces and that there are different ways to approach the past stories and images that
present themselves to us.” (Fonteyne and Heynickx 2018, p. 14)

To understand these different faces of history, as well as the different approaches that
historians and architects have utilized to address historical heritage over the centuries,
Graham Cairns’ book, Reinventing Architecture and Interiors: A Socio-political View on
Building adaptation, provides insight. (Cairns, 2013)
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One chapter in the book, Adaptive Reuse As an Emerging Discipline: A Historic Survey,
written by B. Plevoets and K. Van Cleempoel, indicates that various authors have been
concerned about a theoretically examination of architectural interventions since 1975.
The authors undertake four different approaches: the typological approach, the
technical approach, the programmatic approach, and the strategic approach.

The typological approach is based on the typology of the host space. According to
Plevoets and Van Cleempoel, Sherban Cantacuzino’s early publication addressed the
subject in 1975. In this paper, he chose a selection of international structures and
formulated new possible functions, by subdividing the examples into eleven different
categories: in (1) churches and chapels, (2) monastics and religious establishments, (3)
fortifications, gates and barracks, (4) town houses, country houses, outhouses, and
other ancillaries, (5) schools, (6) corn exchanges, (7) barns and granaries, (8) mills, (9)
maltings and breweries, (10) warehouses and other industrial buildings, and (11)
pumping stations. (Plevoets and Van Cleempoel 2013, p. 23)

Later, Cantacuzino subdivided edifices into six different types. In his later 1989
publication, his typologies included: public buildings, private buildings, commercial
buildings, industrial buildings, ecclesiastical buildings, and rural buildings. Other authors
listed by Plevoets and Van Cleempoel, like Derek Latham, James Douglas, and
Alavedra and Morisset, subscribed to these subdivisions and furthered them by
proposing a number of possible new uses for each typology. (Ibid)

The technical approach is a rational method. According to Plevoets and Van Cleempoel,
its origins can be found in the writings of Highfield, who published a series of papers on
technical optimization since 1987 and provided assistance on various technical issues
in the conversion process. Although the technical aspect occupies an important role in
the restoration of historical structures with regards to finding ecological solutions,
theorists criticize this approach. At this point, Plevoets and Van Cleempoel note that
from this perspective, the host space is viewed as a container, which leads to an
optimization by purely technical means; the so-called genius loci is not addressed. They
regard this as problematic, because in this way, the question of the meaning of historical
heritage disappears from focus. (Ibid, pp. 24 – 25)
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The third one, the programmatic approach, is described as not yet sufficiently
theoretically analyzed, although it is already used in some areas. “This approach
involves selecting as a starting point a specific function or program and then,
subsequently adapting the host building so as to accommodate it.” As this approach
primarily applies to projects that relate to newer structures, such as post-war buildings,
it has less to do with engaging historical structures. For Plevoets and Van Cleempoel, in
this context, this perspective plays a subordinate role. (Plevoets and Van Cleempoel
2013, pp. 26 – 27)
Finally, the authors perceive the strategic approach as more prominent. According to
them, Machado uses the metaphor of the palimpsest to describe a way of thinking that
emphasizes the past of a place and its effect. They quote Machado: “In the process of
remodeling, the past takes on a greater significance because it, itself, is the material to
be altered and reshaped. The past provides the already written, the marked ‘canvas’ on
which each successive remodeling will find its own place. Thus, the past becomes a
‘package of sense,’ of built-up meaning to be accepted (maintained), transformed, or
suppressed (refused).” (Ibid, p. 28)

Another author mentioned by Plevoets and Van Cleempoel, Robert, assumes the idea
of the metaphor, but also presents seven “concepts of conversion” by using existing
examples relating on particular physical interventions. He identifies the following
differences: (1) building within, (2) building over, (3) building around, (4) building
alongside, (5) recycling materials or vestiges, (6) adapting to a new function, and (7)
building in the style of.

In addition to these four listed approaches, Plevoets and Van Cleempoel also mention
the authors Broker and Stone, who have defined three strategies in their 2008
publication: (1) intervention, (2) insertion, and (3) installation. This approach also
assumes physical intervention but adds the aspect of affectivity. By using one of these
strategies, the meaning of a building will then be “either accepted, transformed, or
suppressed.” (Ibid, p. 29)
Plevoets and Van Cleempoel quote these authors as following: “…the designer or
architect can heighten, change and reactivate a space. An existing structure is bound to
!5
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its setting; it has certain qualities that are unique only to that particular situation…” (Ibid,
p. 29)
In their conclusion, Plevoets and Van Cleempoel note, “In today’s context, there are four
discernible schools of thought, each one of which emphasizes a different key issue.”
They also remark that these arguments have evolved over time, becoming more
nuanced, complex, and contradictory, all at the same time. However, the authors
welcome the fact that in recent years, more and more experts from the field of interior
design have joined the writers of such works. According to Plevoets and Van
Cleempoel, this has a decisive advantage: introducing the sensibilities of the “interior
thinker” might change the otherwise practically solved equation of adaptive re-use.
Thus, a fifth approach could be added, including the “soft values” of interior designers to
the overall concepts.
“We propose this is an attempt to draw attention to the need for an understanding of ‘the
poetics of the space when adapted’ …Perhaps then, the next stage in the development
of adaptive re-use theory lies here, in an understanding of interiors—and its
concomitant understanding of ‘soft values’.” (Plevoets and Van Cleempoel 2013, p. 29)

The thematically separated themes of approaches and strategies of architectural
interventions overlap, the more one moves forward in time. This is due, on the one
hand, not only to the perspective of the respective author, but also to a generally
progressive development of the current times.

3 . S T R AT E G I E S O F A R C H I T E C T U R A L I N T E R V E N T I O N S

Overall, one can say that interventions extend the possibilities of a host structure. New
spatial experience values are introduced into the shell of the host structure. (Wong
2017, p. 190)
In her 2017 book Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of Buildings, interior design
professor Liliane Wong (Rhode Island Design School), attempts to understand and
convey the approaches of adaptive reuse through the examination of its place in history,
its relationship to adjacent fields, its position within shifting norms of art, culture, and
!6
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society, and its typological differences, so as to illuminate a neglected subject in its own
light. (Ibid, p. 6)

As Plevoets and Van Cleempoel describe Broker and Stone’s approaches as “adding
the aspect of affectivity,” Wong’s view seems to contain similarities in this respect, in
terms of the connection with the object in its specific context.

3.1 The Mathematics of Reuse

In the chapter of Wong’s book about the “mathematics of reuse”, the architectural
approach is interpreted in a philosophical manner. Thus, according to Wong, equal
volumes added to an existing structure do not automatically result in a doubling of the
volume but, rather, expand it many times over. Wong regards the functional extension of
space from the perspective of usability as an important added value.

3.1.1 Addition
In Wong’s opinion, addition as an architectural practice has historically been
overlooked, as many of the great historical works are products of additions over time.
She cites St. Peter’s Church in the Vatican as a prime example of this: “St. Peter’s
Basilica at the Vatican, as we know it today, is an accretion of additions by many
different architects, beginning with Bramante in 1506 to Michelangelo Buonarroti in
1564, Carlo Maderno in 1612, and Gian Lorenzo Bernini in 1667.” (Wong 2017, p. 190)

Further, Wong writes: “Defined as the total of two or more amounts, addition is a
quantitative process of increase in number or degree. In mathematics, this sum is
absolute, with only one possible solution at any given time.” This mathematical logic is
changed with regards to the application of architectural interventions; adding an
extension to an existing structure causes an extension of the scope and changes many
aspects. The value of the building as its eigenvalue is increased, as well as “its
relationships within the context and its place in the continuum of time.” (Ibid, p. 190)
!7
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In this context, Wong also mentions the meanings of the numerical values. She
compares whole numbers with rational numbers, which can be expressed in a fraction.
Whole numbers describe a universe in singular units. Rational numbers, on the other
hand, address the many different increments in between. When a building is refurbished
or renovated, it is not only a question of expansion, but also of changes within the
building. Looking at the whole numbers as an extension by adding new volumes, the
rational numbers are seen, rather, as the renewal processes in the inner structures of
the host.
For further explanation of this execution, Wong
cites David Chipperfield’s refurbishment of the
Neues Museum in Berlin as an example, as its
conceptual additions combine the whole
numbers and the rational numbers in their
IMG 01: Neues Museum Berlin, reconstruction new
wing

process. “The introduction of a new wing in
place of the one destroyed intervenes with a
discrete volume,” she writes, and thus, illustrates
the whole numbers. The many small
interventions, included to renew the damaged
interior elements, such as surfaces of walls and
ceilings, embody the rational numbers. The
insertion of the new staircase should be

IMG 02: Neues Museum Berlin, interior walls

mentioned in particular, as Wong notes it as an
interpretation of the Charter of Venice, exactly in
its original place but comprised from modern
materials and constructions.12

The 1964 Venice Charter highlights “the need to
distinguish between new intervention and its
existing context.” (Wong 2017, pp. 201 – 204)
IMG 03: Neues Museum Berlin, staircase

IMG 1: https://www.museumsinsel-berlin.de/gebaeude/neues-museum/
IMG 2 and 3: http://www.martinopietropoli.com/berlin-neues-museum-david-chipperfield/
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Further, Wong’s translation of the term “summation” means: a sequence of numbers
totaled as a single amount. “Applied to architectural addition, it pertains to series of
related elements—stairs, walkways, ramps, corridors, steps, and balconies—that are
not discrete volumes in and of themselves, but added together, form a unified
intervention to a host structure.” (Ibid, pp. 206 – 207)

3 . 1 . 2 S u b t r a c t i o n a n d t h e A b s o l u t e Va l u e

According to Wong, writing about subtraction also connotes addressing addition, as
subtraction is the addition of negative numbers. Relative to architectural interventions,
at first glance, the addition seems more striking, because it is more recognizable. Yet,
the noteworthy aspect can actually be perceived on the side of subtraction. First, one
can say that the subtraction precedes the addition, related to the work of renewal
processes. Often, the old must be removed before something new replaces it. (Wong
2017, p. 210)

Wong distinguishes two types of subtraction: intentional and unintentional. The first is
part of a deliberate design strategy; the latter is brought about through natural events.
Further, she writes: “Intentional subtraction takes place for various reasons: to make
room for the new through demolition, to return a host to an original form, to appropriate
the host structure for various intents, to bring an out-of-date host structure to current
standards, to create double or multiple height spaces within the host.” As mentioned
above, she also writes that a renewal process often begins with subtraction, in which
added layers are removed in order to restore a structure to its original state. (Ibid, pp.
210 – 214)

Regarding unintentional subtraction, in the form of a natural event or war damage,
Wong writes that reduction can be a catalyst for change, since destruction always has
an impact on the environment of a given object. Thus, this can be viewed as an
opportunity to initiate a change, as one strives for an alteration of use. (Wong 2017, p.
214)
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The issue of the absolute value raises various questions: It is the question of
authenticity, namely, which parts are actually substantial and for what reason should
added layers not be part of this authenticity? According to which criteria can something
like this be decided? For these questions, Wong notes that there is no truly sufficient
answer: in the end, this decision can only be made for each case individually. It should
also be mentioned that interventions that are carried out subtractively quite often
concern buildings that are not listed and, therefore, are not part of the general cultural
heritage.
Wong cites the renovation of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam (Netherlands) as an
impressive example of subtractive intervention. “Premised on the 19th century design of
Pierre Cuypers, the winning proposal included a restoration to an original layout. This
process required the removal of galleries added in the 1950s and 1960s from the inner
courtyards and an elaborate procedure to sink this area below ground. This subtractive
intervention allowed for the introduction of a new atrium as part of a redesigned
entrance into the museum. Furthermore, as an intervention, it embraced the Cuypers
design as authentic. For the city of Amsterdam, this embrace is a recognition that not all
layers are precious, nor do they all contribute to a building’s authenticity…his approach
led to a restoration through a subtractive intervention.” (Wong 2017, p. 211) 3

IMG 4: Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

IMG 5

This example demonstrates that subtractive interventions are not necessarily reductive.
The mathematical principle of the absolute value states that the size of a number is
independent of its sign. Thus, according to Wong, most subtractive interventions result
in a possible addition. (Ibid)
IMG 4 and 5: https://www.archdaily.com/357590/rijksmuseum-cruz-y-ortiz-arquitectos
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As a conclusion on the mathematics of reuse, Wong writes: “In adaptive reuse practice,
where the existence of singularities in the individual host structures constitutes the only
certainty, a pure reliance on principles derived from typology would not be advisable.
Rather, a clear understanding of the impact of each design strategy is crucial to a
successful adaptive reuse project. Viewing adaptive reuse as mathematics is to adopt
an objective lens in the often-subjective world of design. Albert Einstein tells us that
‘[p]ure mathematics is, in its way, the poetry of logical ideas’.” (Wong 2017, p. 222)
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4. CASE STUDIES: CHURCH REDESIGNS

The criteria for architectural interventions will be examined in five different projects. The
aim is to determine which types of interventions have been applied, how they have been
carried out, and what the result is in terms of functional extension.

4.1 Church of Vilanova de la Barca (Lleida, Spain)
by AleaOlea architects, 2016

4

The Old Church of Vilanova de la Barca (Lleida,
Spain) is a 13th century Gothic building that was
partially demolished in 1936 because of the
bombings of Spanish Civil War. Since then, the
church was in a general state of ruin preserving just
its apse, some fragments of the naves, and the
western facade. The main aim of the project was the
IMG 6: Church of Vilanova before the
renovation

restoration of the original appearance of the church
and its transformation in a new multi-purpose hall.

The most important aspect of this intervention focused on the elements covering the
original vestiges. The project establishes a new brick facade based on a latticework
texture and a newly gabled Arab tile roof. The entire system is conceived as a new
architectural ceramic shell that is gently supported by the remains of the ancient walls.
From outside, the perception is that the old church is restored; meanwhile, inside the
building, the project intensifies the entrance of natural light through the new windows,
the new proposed patio, and the newly introduced, white walls. Thus, the project
establishes an architectural dialogue between the old and the new, the past and the
present. (ArchDaily 2017)

IMG 6: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Santa_Maria_de_Vilanova_de_la_Barca#/media/
File:Segri%C3%A0,_Vilanova_de_la_Barca.jpg
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In this case, the subtraction was created from unintentional intervention, namely,
wartime destruction. The additional interventions were executed quite sensitively: fresh
materials were used for the new parts of
the building to emphasize the contrast
between past and present, and, at the
same time, to promote a lively
conversation between both components.
After the intervention, through the renewal
process, the entire village community now
utilizes the building as a multipurpose
space and, as a result, the structure
gained importance and value through the
architectural intervention.5
IMG 7: Church of Vilanova after renovation by AleaOlea
architects

IMG 8

IMG 7 and 8: https://www.archdaily.com/803620/santa-maria-de-vilanova-de-la-barca-aleaolea-architecture-and-landscape
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4.2 Church conversion in Santpedor (Catalan, Spain)
b y D a v i d C l o s e s , 2 0 11
In 2011, in the small town of Santpedor, Spain, David Closes
Architects converted the 18th century Sant Francesc Convent
Church into an auditorium and a multifunctional cultural
facility. The intervention consolidated the building without
deleting the process of deterioration and collapse that the
edifice had suffered. The
geometric, modern touch that
David Closes brought through
combining new materials (wood,
glass, and steel) with the original
ones (masonry stones) highlights
the connection between the old
and new components. The
IMG 9: Church of Santpedor
before the renovation

intervention simultaneously
preserves the historical heritage
of the building and adds new value,

IMG 10: Church of Santpedor
after renovation by David Closes

which highlights the singularity of the ancient church in a
contemporary manner. (Foiret 2012) 67

The project has maintained not only the dimensions of the church interior space but also
the unusual entries of natural light produced by the partial roof collapse. Rather than
reconstructing the church, the intervention has consolidated the old materials, clearly
distinguishing the new elements from the original ones. (Ibid)
The renovation allows one to perceive historical damage, along with the building’s most
significant spatial values, without acceding the use of contemporary language in the
new elements introduced in the intervention. (Foiret 2012)

IMG 9: https://www.detail-online.com/blog-article/hanging-out-church-of-san-francisco-by-david-closes-25156/
IMG 10: https://www.archdaily.com/251389/convent-de-sant-francesc
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IMG 11

The new, programmatic volumes inserted (as vertical accesses or technical equipment)
have been located partially outside of the church with the aim of preserving the unity of
the nave’s inner space. In addition, the new stairs and ramps provide an unwonted
circular route across the building with breathtaking, diverse views. (Ibid) 8
In this case, almost no subtractions were made: instead of
repairing the roof’s damage, a stabilizing renovation was
carried out, and the opening was retained. These
additions, which were added
both indoors and outdoors, are
clearly distinguishable from the
historical structure through the
IMG 12

contrasting choice of materials
and the clear, geometric
design language that is set off

against the old masonry. In some spots, the interventions
seem almost brutal, frightening in their massive size, so that
their embedding in the village context would not be
described as harmonious. Nevertheless, the renewal
enriches through the implementation of its functional
transformation as a communally used space.

IMG 11 - 13: https://www.archdaily.com/251389/convent-de-sant-francesc
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4.3 Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtniskirche Berlin
by Egon Eiermann, 1961
The Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtniskirche, originally built in
Berlin-Mitte in 1895, had been largely destroyed by a
British air raid in 1943; what remained was a ruin. When
Egon Eiermann won the 1943 public competition for the
restoration, his design proposal included the complete
demolition of the remains of the church and a new, modern
construction on the same site. After many discussions with
the Building Board, which insisted on the preservation and
restoration of the tower ruins, he changed his design to
include the tower but refused to restore it. He stated: “I
IMG 14: Kaiser-WilhelmGedächtniskirche 1945 as a ruin

cannot give meaning to the ruin tower; therefore, I cannot
make it part of a new church. A ruined part should not be

part of a new church!…I leave the old tower as it is; I do nothing to it…I do not revive it.
He is dead...” (Eiermann 1957, translated by the author)910
So, the ruins of the old tower were incorporated into the
design and left untouched.
This procedure was regarded as particularly revolutionary
and critical, and the recognition and appreciation for this
decision only developed over the course of the following
decades. (Limpach 2014)

Subtraction and addition, therefore, occupied a decisive role
in the redesign of the church. In terms of form, the new
buildings, in contrast to the tower ruin, consist of an
IMG 15: Redesign by Egon Eiermann

octagonal nave and a hexagonal bell tower, both built from
concrete. The external facade of the nave is comprised of
hundreds of small, rectangular windows filled with blue, decorated glass blocks, which,
IMG 14: https://www.ekd.de/bildergalerie-kaiser-wilhelm-gedaechtniskirche-45902.htm
IMG 15: http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/denkmal/liste_karte_datenbank/de/denkmaldatenbank/daobj.php?
obj_dok_nr=09040472
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through the inclusion of light, play an
important role in the interior’s atmosphere.
With regards to the interplay with the
historical structures, the contrasting
elements in Eiermann’s design are not only
visually discernible but also atmospherically
and emotionally perceptible. 11
IMG 16: Interior view Gedächtniskirche

U l t i m a t e l y, E i e r m a n n ’s a r c h i t e c t u r a l
intervention resulted in a fully functional church building, which has a great significance
as a German national monument of peace. It houses a commemorative exhibition in the
ruins of the old tower, and the design won international recognition. (Limpach 2014)

4.4 Grabeskirche St. Elisabeth, Mönchengladbach
b y D r. S c h r a m m e n A r c h i t e k t e n , 2 0 0 9
The rededication of the parish church, St. Elisabeth in Mönchengladbach, built in the
1930s, into the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, offered the parish the opportunity to
preserve its church space and, thus, the prospect to continue to hold church services
there in small circles, in addition to enjoying the building’s new use. The structural
changes that the architects made are minimal and deliberately organized, so as to
emphasize their effect: The entire church acquired a white terrazzo floor covering,
which, together with the light, white plastered walls and white vaulted ceilings of the side
aisles affords the room an impressive clarity and openness. This restrained refinement
creates an appropriate change in the spatial idea, which is decisive for the new public
use. The wall angles in the side aisles and in the apse opposite the sanctuary, designed
in muted colors, serve as a background for the urn panels and contrast with the white
surfaces of the room. By creating a contrast between the old and the new, the current
use is given a readable autonomy.

IMG 16: https://www.flickr.com/photos/127124365@N04/15354687669
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In the central nave, the urn panels are attached to freestanding, square steles that rise
out of the terrazzo tile and, thus, create a connection with the earth. In dialogue with the
dark urn steles, white, square light steles are suspended from the ceiling of the central
nave to illuminate the church. These clear
assignments of the individual elements and the
simple and reduced colors and materials
characterize the design concept. As a result, this
solution, the implementation of a new use in an
existing, still functioning church space, functions as
an exemplary choice. (BDA 2010) 12
IMG 17: St. Elisabeth before renovation

In an interview, the architect
said, “we haven’t really changed
much.” Nevertheless, this
project, which relates exclusively
to the interior of the church,
offers great scope for analysis.
What constitutes this “almost
nothing” yet creates such a
fundamental change can be

IMG 18: Grabeskirche St. Elisabeth after renovation by Dr. Schrammen
Architekten

ascertained from many small
details. Subtraction and addition are almost too coarse of concepts, as the changes are
so subtle and carefully applied, that they affect the choice of material down to their most
minute nuances. The most obvious and extrinsic change is related to function and
meaning, less in the sense of extension but in the sense of limitation. This specification
met the requirements of the community in Mönchengladbach and, therefore, is
considered a successful functional improvement. 13

IMG 17: unknown source
IMG 18: https://bda-bund.de/awards/innenraum-umnutzung-und-umgestaltung-grabeskirche-st-elisabeth-moenchengladbach/
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4.5 Evangelische Christuskirche, Köln
by Klaus Hollenbeck Architekten and Maier Architekten, 2016
At the neo-Gothic tower of the Protestant Christuskirche in
Cologne, a contemporary, architectural configuration of
buildings, including a new nave, modern parish rooms,
rented apartments, office space, an underground car park,
and a new parish garden has been created. The listed
tower from 1894 was preserved, along with the inner
organ gallery and the basement, which also served as an
air-raid shelter during the war and, later, as an event
room. Only the 1951 post-war building, built in times of
limited financial resources, was abandoned. 14

Two sculpturally designed building wings open, gestureIMG 19: Christuskirche-tower with
post-war built nave

like, into the city garden and, at the same time, lean
towards the tower in a protective manner, framing the
newly erected church space. 15

Large-format windows open up the nave to both the
Stadtgarten and the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring. In addition, the
rosette window of the neo-Gothic church tower from 1894
was exposed, so that this light also shines into the new
church room. (HP Christuskirche 2016)
In this case, a comprehensive subtraction was executed: old
layers of additions were removed and replaced with a new
building consisting of various additions. The implementation
is rich in both material and formal language contrasts. The
renewal is the result of extensive research and joint

IMG 19: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Christuskirche_Koeln_-_Testing_Sigma_8-16.jpg
IMG 20: https://www.christuskirche-mitten-im-leben.de/de/architektur.aspx
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IMG 20: Redesign by Klaus
Hollenbeck Architekten and Maier
Architekten
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IMG 21: Basement of Christuskirche after the renovation, event space

decisions, as the concept was developed from several committees. The functionality of
the former worship-centric church was extended and now enriches the community as a
multi-functional building ensemble that resulted in an enormous economic improvement.
16

5. CONCLUSION

From the aforementioned examples of redesign, the architects decided on more or less
radical subtractions in order to integrate the historical basic structure of the building into
the overall design and thus emphasize it. The Christuskirche in Cologne consistently
removes additional layers from past times (the whole nave rebuilt after the war), which,
in the architect’s opinion, deviates from the original structure. Egon Eiermann removed
the entire ruin of the destroyed nave in order to carry out his redesign on this basis. In
both examples from Spain, the main focus is on the still remaining structure. It should
be noted that there has been little architectural intervention in the two Spanish churches
over the centuries. They have simply been destroyed (by war, time, or the government,
which removed the entire convert complex in Santpedor), and the new design provides
for an addition that is carried out in a way that preserves the historical structures and, at
the same time, incorporates the events of the past that shaped the building (for
example, the collapse of the roof due to a dilapidated building structure). Thus, these
examples also tell the story that framed the building. In the example of the

IMG 21: https://www.christuskirche-mitten-im-leben.de/de/basement.aspx
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Christuskirche in Cologne, this narrative of history is less obvious. While the tower of
the original church is preserved, large parts of the church (the nave) have disappeared.
Whether parts of history disappear because a war destroyed the building or an architect
removes parts of it, this alternation plays a decisive role. This is what Wong described
as either intentional or unintentional subtraction. This decision for intentional subtraction
lies in the individual consideration of the architect, who applies their value system. What
is valuable and what can be removed and for what reasons? It is the question of the
absolute value, described by Liliane Wong as something, which cannot be answered
sufficiently.
In each of these examples, the intervention led to an expanded and improved use,
which increased the value of the building by re-integrating it into the context of the
environment and making it useful for people.
At the same time, each of these examples has its own way of incorporating the history
of the building and its historical significance. There are many similarities in the
additions, even if they are carried out in different ways. Both in terms of material and
form, the new structures are clearly separated from the old.
The examples demonstrate how these alterations can work effectively, with regards to
historical sites that function as active forces in a continuum and are not left to freeze in
in the past, to reference Koenraad Van Cleempoel’s quote. These amendments
demonstrate that the redesign of a church can create a completely new environment
that can be organized meaningfully for the local community and, at the same time, can
sustain a compelling context that stems from the integration of the historical structure.
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6.

THE

VILLAGE

CHURCH

IN

G Ö R S D O R F,

DAHME/

SPREEWALD
All photos and images of chapter 6 were taken or drawn by the author himself.

The design project of this thesis deals with the redesign of a church in Brandenburg.
The church is located in Görsdorf, a small village near Dahme, Spreewald.

The village Görsdorf was mentioned for the first time in 1346 in the diocese registers of
Meissen, though there is no exact date for the origin of the church building. (Malek
1996)
It stands on a large garden
plot with the portal facing east.
The exterior facade shows
parts of the typical structure of
a 14th century fieldstone
Portal, view from North-East

church and conveys a wellpreserved impression. The

entrance to the church is at the rear with a view to the west.
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6.1 Evaluation
Görsdorf Church is a simple, small rectangular hall with an entrance hall added later on
the west side. The outer walls indicate irregular, often very small, fieldstone masonry.
On the south side, the places where the parish portal and the priest’s gate used to exist
can still be seen from the plastered areas. There is another, large plaster area in the
north points to an extension previously located there (see below, mentioning the
sacristy). (Schletze 2013)
Based on the quality of the masonry, the Görsdorf church was built in the 14th century.
An interventional remodeling took place in the 18th century. During this time, all
windows were enlarged, and a patronage box was added to the north side. It is quite
possible that the tower, which was removed, together with the box, during restoration
work in 1977, also dates from this period. Since then, the bells hang in a frame, which
stands beside the church on the property.

Main church room, view to the rear with chairs, winter church, and gallery

The valuable sandstone altar, donated in 1581 by the patron family von Schieben was
designed by the sculptor Georg Schlüter from Torgau. (Schletze 2013) Another historical
piece of furniture is the wooden pulpit with an adjoining Protestant confessional, dating
from the early 18th century.
All the parts of the interior indicate traces of renovation attempts made at various times,
as the lacquer on the wooden parts is in different colors and from different times, with
some in white and others in yellow or brown. Various individual chairs are available for
seating. The flooring used to consist of wooden planks, as one can see from very early
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Main church room, view to the front: earlier sacristy door, sanctuary with altar and pulpit

photos. Later, a screed was poured on top of the wood, covering it with a layer of PVC,
clearly from the 1960s. The interior walls are plastered and painted white.
A very well preserved, hinged, wooden door can be found on the north wall, which was
bricked up from the outside. This door led to the former sacristy.

The entrance area is separated from the church by a relatively well-maintained wooden
door with heavy iron fittings. One could assume that it was also renewed over the
course of time, since it probably was also destroyed, along with large parts of the west
wall.

6.2 Spatial usage
The church is roughly divided
into three different areas:
winter church, gallery, and
church room. The winter
church is a separate area
below the gallery that can be
heated with electric oil stove.
It is used primarily in winter to

Sections (Dr. Krekeler Architekten, Brandenburg a. d. Havel)

hold smaller meetings and
worship services.
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A stairway leads from this area to the gallery, which is spatially connected to a main
church room that occupies about two thirds of the total space. This is also the room in
which the altar and the pulpit are centrally placed.

6.3 Extracting historical structures

The church itself tells its story; not only the patch-like newly plastered areas on the
outer wall, but also its interior demonstrate how many changes the church has
experienced. As Liliane Wong writes about the various layers of additions, many exist
here. It is difficult to distinguish between the additional layers and the original structure,
even with closer analysis.

Taking possible intentional subtractions into consideration, the question of the absolute
value is “not answerable.” Yet, with examination, one can at least determine the
additional layers of the last hundred years.

6.4 The approach to a new definition of space
As the church is almost no longer used, there is a reason to initiate change.

This thesis design proposal opts for a drastic subtraction of the additional layers of the
last hundred years. All fixtures that impair the pure spatial effect of the nave would be
subtracted: the gallery, the winter church, the subsequently added entrance area, the
suspended ceiling, and all elements that have decorative functions (floor covering,
carpets, lamps, seating, and furniture). This coarse-surgical subtraction would create a
space that opens up the view of the roof beam construction, almost doubling the height
of the previous room, now limited only by the existence of the walls and the roof.
However, the roof beams in their unadorned state have a strong impact on the space,
which actually distracts from the center of the room upwards. For this reason, a new
ceiling in the shape of an oval dome would be installed, to be fixed below the second
layer of beams, and whose shape would be adapted to the arches that are present
!25
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Re-design of the church: longitudinal section

through the top lines of the window and door openings. The inner sides of the walls are
optically extended below the first layer of beams, so that it appears as if the first beams
are resting on the solid walls. In combination with the new domed ceiling, the room thus
would become more compact, which is achieved by a seamless white coating and the
fading out of the beams, thus simplifying the lines. In this manner, the space would to
revive itself through an appearance of clarity and simplicity, like a canvas on which the
church community presents their primary events.

The new interior space breathes clarity,
pureness, and simplicity; these qualities
reduce distraction to a minimum—a
suitable foundation for a space where
people practice contemplation and
spirituality.
The only remaining interior elements are
the altar and the pulpit; new seating pews

Re-design church: view to the rear

would be added.
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On the other hand, a concession is made to the past hundred years: the floor covering
would now be renewed with a high-quality, linoleum floor.
For lighting, two spotlights are installed on the front wall, next to the windows, and one
on rear wall, in the middle of the interior, so as to illuminate upwards along the walls.

This will direct the visitor’s attention to the front, where the historical altar stands, and,
at the same time, supply the entire space with indirect light. In addition, two rows of
small lights will be suspended from thin cables along the ceiling. This will have an
additional, atmospheric, lighting effect and symbolically trace the path from the entrance
to the altar area.

In order to effectively address complete functionality, there are some additions, which, in
turn, begin with a subtraction: An original passageway would be revived: since the old
door to the sacristy is still located in the wall, the masonry behind it would be reopened,
with a door that figuratively comes from the past and leads to the future. Behind this
doorway, a new building would be erected, one that meets the needs of a modern
village community and can be used for various functions: community space, church

Re-design church and extension: cross section
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room in winter, or room for various festivities. There would also be a kitchen and a toilet,
as well as a smaller meeting room that could be used as an office or for other purposes.

Church extension: longitudinal section, implemented cross

The character of the new building would stand in contrast to the church itself, through:
the choice of a different language of form, the dissolution of the right angles, the
building’s position on the plot, one turned approximately 45 degrees and lowered 40 cm
down, and a light and graceful shell constructed out of wood and glass for the outer
walls. All this would create a fundamentally different atmosphere for the new building, so
that the contrast could also be
experienced in a physical manner.

The base of this building would contain
an anthracite concrete nucleus,
implemented as a simple cross (main
vertical wall, second level floor), bearing
the old church bells on its head. This
cross’s shape would be visible to the
outside by removing the wooden screen

Church extension: interior view

planks of the north facade in this area.
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The use of concrete as the core of the new building, as well as its flooring, designed in
polished concrete would reduce the strong impact of the wooden shell. This should be
seen as connecting devise with the old church building, like a mirror effect translated
with a twist. While the wall and floor’s dark concrete would have a very strong,
contrasting impact, the ambient effect of the room would quite bright and friendly, due to
the natural illumination of daylight gleaming through the translucent facade.

Another addition that the design proposal would provide concerns the overall plot of the
complex. A water basin would be added, mirroring the shape of the church floor plan on
the opposite side to the north, next to the new building. In this way, the new building

Floorplan 1st floor

2nd floor

would be framed and embraced in its entirety—by the church on one side, and an
imaginary church, which would be created through reflection from the water’s surface
yet does not really exist.
A wooden terrace would be constructed at the front of the north-east-side-entrance of
the new building. The area’s shape would be based on the ground plans of the building
and would offer one the possibility to remain outside, sitting next to the water.
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Church extension: view from North

6.5 Conclusions on the design proposal implementation
Relative to the strategies of architectural interventions developed by Liliane Wong, the
design proposal for the small village church in Görsdorf includes both subtractions and
additions. The search for the absolute value was solved as a compromise, which keeps
the structural substance of the church untouched, except for the wall opening on the
north wall and the removal of the subsequently added entrance area. Mathematically
speaking, the wall opening could be described as the subtraction of a rational number,
and the removal of the entrance, as the subtraction of a whole number, if the object of
subtraction refers to itself.

For the interior of the church, basic subtractions were executed, giving the design a
clear line and emphasizing the church in its simplicity.

The additions refer primarily to the new building: they functionally ensure adaptation to
the needs of the village community and, thus, extend the usage. As in all case study
examples, the new design is clearly distinguished from the historical building structures
by the choice of materials, forms, and colors. The only exception to this is the newly
!30
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installed ceiling dome in the church, which is visually adapted to the building’s materials
in order to merge with the walls and convey a uniform impression. In this way, the
ceiling should disappear from the visitor’s attention.
In connection with the new building, the church offers a multi-purpose space for the
village community, which technically meets the requirements of modern buildings and,
thus, can be used more effectively ecologically than the ancient winter church could.

Either for the business meeting of the pastors, a literature reading, a senior coffee in the
afternoon, a festive event for young people, or a romantic wedding or baptism: the new
parish center offers space for numerous occasions. Hopefully, a solution like this would
make the village more attractive again, and might even encourage young people and
families to re-settle closer to nature in the beautiful countryside of Brandenburg.
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